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Author Bio & Artist Statement
Amy L. Sauder is a writer, blogger, creative, and author of “I Know You Like a
Murder”. She has been called quirky meta mystery and walking fairytale. In her notso-spare time, she coaches other writers and sells artistic fashion finds.

“I write quirks,
obsession,
madness, misfits,
& unbelonging. I
write bigger than
life stories, where
small nuances
change
everything. I
write to connect:
characters to
each other,
disparaging
ideas, & narrator
to reader. I write
stories of
questioning
realities. I write
the horror
between the
lines. I walk the
line between
reality &
enchantment.
Magical realism.
Hope, crushed &
fulfilled.”
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“I Know You Like a Murder”
A mystery from the perspective of the murderer…
Dearest reader, trust no one.
I Know You Like a Murder is from the perspective of the murderer telling the reader the story. It takes
place at the theater, with an outlandish cast of characters you'll love and you'll love to hate. It's up to
you as reader to detectivize, to determine who kills, who gets killed, and how it all goes down before
it's too late.

Each purchase from Amy L. Sauder’s site comes wrapped in a crime scene tape bow.
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Back cover copy:
“A narrator always gets to know
the reader before spilling their
deepest secret.
I am a murderer.
She was just a silly nothing of a
girl until I made her rise to fame.
A pennything.
So, reader: sit down, cozy up. I’d
offer a cup of tea, but you may
worry it’s poisoned, and you may
be correct.
But I can’t just tell you how she
died. That’s too easy. Too quick.
Buckle up: you’re in for a
villainous monologue.”
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Reviews from readers & clients
“Delightful! Here is a mystery told from the murderer’s point of view. Several times I
suspected one person of being the murderer but the final reveal was great, complete
with motive. Any lover of murder mysteries must read this creative and original take
on the genre.” - Andy Zach, Author of Zombies, Superheroes, & Other Humorous Tales
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“Charming deviation from a
classic mystery. Satisfy your
curiosity for the macabre,
mystery, and witty villain banter
with this book. The fourth-wallbreaking smarminess interlaced
with a quirky tale of murder
makes it a highly enjoyable read.
Be prepared to guess, then guess
again from a charming deviation
from a classic mystery. I highly
enjoyed this narrator-led twisted
maze of a story and recommended
to anyone who enjoys a bit of
intrigue, humor, and purposeful
mayhem.” – Monica Coleman

“I don’t get tripped up in
whodunnits very often because I
have read so many, so it was
refreshing to be wrong this time.”
– Heather Reid

“Amy’s enthusiasm for writing makes her the perfect person to come alongside
anyone looking to up their writing game. A born encourager and teacher, she
spends countless hours mentoring and pushing the serious student beyond their
comfort zone. She has encouraged me in my writing, schooled me in the fine art of
blogging, and kept me going when I wanted to give up.” – Kathryn Nielson
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Contact info
/AmyLSauder

Website: AmyLSauder.com

@AmyLSauder

@AmyLSauderCreations

Email: AmyLSauder@gmail.com
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